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Going back three months ago, she had just received the mission from mister X to hunt down the head of 

C Country, Du Jiu Sheng. 

There was only a single photo and it wasn’t his real appearance. 

Luo Qing Chen slowly picked up the photo as her eyes sparkled. 

The person in the photo was wearing a military uniform and his fine facial features revealed the aura of 

a king that ruled the world. His deep and dark eyes had a coolness to it and his slightly pursed lips had a 

faint pinkness to it. 

“Such a handsome person…..” Her heart trembled a bit. Even if she had seen many handsome guys 

before, the man in front of her was good looking enough to be a bit suffocating. 

“Big sister.” There was a delicate voice from behind her. Luo Qing Chen put the photo into her pocket as 

her eyes turned ice cold. 

She slowly turned around and watched as Luo Zi Jun slowly walked over. 

She revealed her shoulders and had charming red lips. Her lips were curled into an enchanting smile as 

she said, “Big sister has received another mission, you really are favoured by mister X.” 

Luo Qing Chen gave a soft laugh as she narrowed her ice cold eyes and said, “You’re completely right! 

What? You don’t have any missions lately?” 

Luo Zi Jun heard this and was a bit stunned. She felt that Luo Qing Chen was a little off today. She had 

never talked to her in such an aggressive manner before. 

She clearly knew that last time on the arms smuggling mission in the H Country, because she didn’t work 

well with Zuo Yu Chen, although they had completed the mission, they had made a mistake. One of the 

key perpetrators had escaped. 

It was because of this that she and Zuo Yu Chen had been punished, not only had they been 

downgraded two levels, they couldn’t accept missions for now. 

Luo Qing Chen clearly knew about this matter, but she still asked her about this, which made her heart 

fill with some anger. 

“That’s right, big sister is this outstanding, how can I compare to you?” Luo Zi Jun wanted to first take a 

step back and praise her before using that chance to praise herself. 

But she never thought that Luo Qing Chen would accept her words. 

“It’s good you know.” She narrowed her eyes as her lips curled into a faint smile. She acted like a winner 

as she looked at Luo Zi Jun. 
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Luo Zi Jun was stunned in place. She suddenly felt that the person in front of her was a stranger. 

Although her big sister had been strong before, she always let her win. 

But now that seemed to be different. 

“Two beautiful sisters, what are you talking about?” Zuo Yu Chen came to the center of the 

experimental base and looked at them with a warm smile as he said, “Can you share it with me?” 

“Ke, ke.” Luo Zi Jun cleared her throat before saying with a smile, “We’re talking about big sister’s 

mission this time. I’ve heard that it is a very important mission, mister X really is favouring big sister!” 

Zuo Yu Chen’s eyes filled with a trace of embarrassment before he said with a smile, “Of course, 

everyone recognizes Qing Chen’s abilities, the title of number one agent is deserved.” 

“It’s good you know.” She gave a soft snort before looking at Zuo Yu Chen and saying, “A good partner 

can make you soar and a bad partner will drag you down again and again, do you understand that?” 

After she said this, the atmosphere became awkward. But for Luo Qing Chen, she was feeling satisfied. 

Luo Zi Jun gave two awkward laughs before deliberately shaking the mounds on her chest in front of Zuo 

Yu Chen and saying, “Big sister is right, big brother Yu Chen needs to work hard!” 
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Luo Zi Jun was quite good, smoothly changing these words and pointing them back at Luo Qing Chen. 

Luo Qing Chen naturally knew the meaning behind her words. It was nothing more than to provoke a 

battle for first place between her and Zuo Yu Chen. 

“Some people can reach the top by working hard and some people——” She had an indifferent smile as 

she looked over at Luo Zi Jun and said, “Don’t have a chance even if they work hard.” 

After saying this, she crossed her arms in front of her chest and looked like a winner. She just left behind 

an unwilling looking Luo Zi Jun who was biting her lip. 

Zuo Yu Chen watched as she left with a different kind of emotion appearing in his eyes. 

When she walked out of the base, Luo Qing Chen looked at the mission information in the watch on her 

right hand and a deep look appeared in her eyes. 

Du Ji Sheng, the leader of the C Country. The youngest military commander of the C Country, an expert 

whether it was in terms of his mind or his martial arts, an absolutely talented person. 

Mister X wanted to kill him because he had the other half of the Destiny Life Map in his hands to which 

the shadow organization already had half of. 

This Destiny Life Map had a very strange legend. It’s said that the person who owned it could have 

endless riches or abilities that normal people didn’t have. 

Killing him was secondary, getting the Destiny Life Map was the main target. 

At this time, her heart was a bit disappointed. 
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If the system was still here, she could ask what kind of use this Destiny Life Map had. 

It was a pity that she was fighting alone this time! 

She actually wasn’t that interested in this mission at first, but in the memories of the previous host, for 

agents that failed missions of the shadow organization, there wasn’t a single one that had been left 

alive. 

Mister X was a very ruthless person, he never showed mercy because of your past merits. Once a person 

failed, they no longer had any value in his eyes. 

Luo Qing Chen took a deep breath as she tightly knit her brows. 

She didn’t know what the mission was this time. Was it killing someone? Or was it stealing the Destiny 

Life Map? 

She just knew that the path waiting for her was filled with danger. 

C Country. 

Luo Qing Chen had just settled in A City. Du Jiu Sheng’s military base was only a few dozen kilometers 

from A City, it was less than a two hour drive. 

The night was as thick as water and she was wearing her special agent clothes. She took out a smoke 

grenade from her backpack and with her special ability as the number one special agent. 

She successfully infiltrated Du Jiu Sheng’s base. 

There was a faint killing intent in the air. According to the intelligence report, the military base were 

hiding their greatest secrets in the treasure vault. 

This was a challenge, a challenge she had never faced before. 

After easily handling the guards, she entered the first floor of the vault. 

She took out a large pair of sunglasses from her clothes and the infrared lasers in front of her were 

revealed. 

Using the agility she had as an agent, she easily cleared this and arrived at the second floor of the vault. 

This place required fingerprint identification and there seemed to be bullet holes on the iron walls to the 

side. 

It seemed like if she failed the identification test, the surrounding mechanisms would activate and a rain 

of bullets would fly out at her. 

Luo Qing Chen gave a soft laugh. She took out an ice bomb and rolled it on the floor, causing the 

surrounding temperature to drop. 

Until it reached zero degrees and ice formed. 

Her lips curled into a beautiful arc as she elegantly moved forward. 



She stood in front of the fingerprint identification pad and raised the watch on her right hand, softly 

putting it there. 

There was a ‘gedeng’ sound as the door slowly opened. 

When Luo Qing Chen’s expressions slightly relaxed, the door that had been opened a crack suddenly 

closed. 

The door leading to the first floor also suddenly closed. 
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After that, she felt herself covered in goosebumps and her blood turned ice cold. 

She was found? How was that possible? 

There was someone who leaked her whereabouts?! 

At this time, Luo Zi Jun who was sitting at the shadow organization base was elegantly sipping her 

coffee. She closed her eyes and her red lips revealed a confident smile. 

The blue circular door slowly opened and Zuo Yu Chen walked in with a dakr expression. 

“What is it, big brother Yu Chen, are you in a bad mood?” Luo Zi Jun raised a brow, revealing a charming 

look. 

Since she showed her dedication last night, she was mesmerized by this man again. He was so bold in 

bed, that kind of affectionate. 

Moreover, he had told her everything about Luo Qing Chen’s mission this time. 

It was simply the heavens helping her. 

“You don’t know what you did?” His eyes were ice cold, like it could freeze everyone around him. 

“I……” Luo Zi Jun’s eyes fluttered a bit as she bit her lip and said, “What’s wrong with you!” 

“You think that mister X wouldn’t know that you sent a secret letter to the leader of C Country, Du Jiu 

Sheng?” Zuo Yu Chen looked at her and said with a cold snort, “Do you know that this is betrayal?” 

“Ping pa.” Luo Zi Jun suddenly stood up and the coffee fell to the floor. 

“I…..” Her face suddenly turned pale and her lips couldn’t help trembling as she looked at Zuo Yu Chen, 

“Mister X…..knows?” 

“Who do you think mister X is?” Zuo Yu Chen’s face was dark as he said, “I’m afraid that this time…..” 

“No……” Luo Zi Jin had a look of panic as she shook her head and said, “Big brother Yu Chen, I didn’t 

betray the organization…..I….You have to help me…..I just…..” 

She just wanted Luo Qing Chen to die, she never wanted to betray the organization. 

Rather, she wanted to climb, climb to the peak….. 
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“You think mister X will believe your words?” Zuo Yu Chen tightly knit his brows and said, “I can’t avoid 

being related to this matter, you need to take care of yourself!” 

After saying this, Zuo Yu Chen turned to leave, not intending to stay any longer. 

“No…..” Luo Zi Jun came forward to grab his hand as she said, “You have to help me or I’ll tell mister X 

that you encouraged me to do everything! You wanted to be first, so you had me harm my big sister!” 

She had a fierce look in her eyes as she said this word for word in front of Zuo Yu Chen. 

In front of her life and honour, love was secondary. 

“You…..” Zuo Yu Chen never thought of this. He had secretly snuck out last night to Luo Zi Jun who had 

seduced him, but today she had completely changed! 

“There is only one person who can help you now.” Zuo Yu Chen slightly knit his brows as he said, “If she 

helps you, perhaps you can keep your life.” 

“Who?” Luo Zi Jun’s eyes were a bit surprised, she wanted to clutch at this last straw as she asked this. 

“Your big sister.” 

– 

Ten minutes later, mister X was sitting in front of her with a cigar in his hand. He said in a thick and cold 

voice, “I heard Yu Chen say that you want to give me your excuse. I’ll give you one minute, say what you 

want to say.” 

His voice was very cold, not having any warmth at all. It was like this was her final minute on earth. 

No, it wasn’t like that. 

It was that! 

“Mister X, the reason why I secretly sent that letter was because…..I wanted to create a diversion.” She 

looked up and said those words in a trembling voice. 
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“You still have thirty seconds.” After a while, mister X’s voice sounded again. 

Luo Zi Jun bit her lips in fear as she said, “I want to break the enemy with big sister…..” 

“Ten seconds.” 

The agents around mister X raised their pistols at the same time. 

“I…..We have the latest plan…..” 

“Three seconds.” 

“I want to win, I want to surpass her!” At the last moment, she closed her eyes and shouted hysterically. 
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“Peng.” Mister X raised a pistol and fired a shot straight up. He looked at her with ruthless eyes and said, 

“If you want to live, there are two ways.” 

Luo Zi Jun’s trembling legs instantly collapsed. Mister X blew the smoke from the gun in his hand as he 

said, “One, your big sister is Luo Qing Chen and she didn’t die. Two, you have to get the other half of the 

Destiny Life Map faster than her.” 

– 

At the same time, Luo Qing Chen on the other side stood in a narrow corridor. She watched as the holes 

frozen by the ice bomb gradually melted and she stood in front of the panel, as her breathing became a 

bit faster. 

It seemed like she had underestimated Luo Zi Jun, she could even expose this kind of secret information. 

“Peng.” In an instant, the ice around the holes collapsed and lasers shot out as bullets filled the entire 

room. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes as she fought back, almost flying between the lasers and bullets. 

But the lasers were different from bullets. The lasers would advance layer by layer, burning everywhere 

it went with flames. 

There were four lasers at first, then there were sixteen beams before reaching thirty two beams. 

When there were thirty two beams, the long hallway was covered in flaming lasers and she had 

nowhere to retreat. 

Luo Qing Chen bit her lip as she stood at the end of the hall. There was a door behind her to the right, 

but she couldn’t open it. 

Closing her eyes, she cursed Luo Zi Jun in her heart, but there was nothing she could do. 

Whoever it was standing in this hall, no one could escape. 

When there were thirty two beams of lasers, her skin was instantly singed and she felt pain as her face 

turned pale. 

But right after that, a man who was wearing camouflage clothes passed through the layers of laser like 

he was taking a walk by himself, moving as fast as he could to her side. 

Luo Qing Chen’s expression was one of complete shock! 

Moreover, she took back what she said earlier about how it was impossible for anyone to stand in this 

hall. 

He reached his hand out and his slender fingers tapped the fingerprint display. 

There was a ‘di’ sound as the door opened. 

The thirty two beams of lasers had turned into sixty four beams behind them. 

He pulled Luo Qing Chen beside him and entered the round door. 



The air of the third floor of the vault was filled with a faint singed smell. She looked up slightly at the 

person in military uniform in front of her. 

His eyes were as deep as the stars, his skin was white as snow, and he had a great figure, making him 

incomparably handsome. 

He just casually stood there and he took all her attention. 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows. She knew that her current situation didn’t allow her to be distracted at all 

because the person in front of her was her target, Du Jiu Sheng. 

The other side didn’t react at all, so she tentatively took a small step back. 

But she never thought that the other side would pull out a matching pair of pistols that he pointed at 

her head as he said, “I’ll give you ten seconds to tell me your goal.” 

He had slightly knit brows and a bit of panic in his eyes. He didn’t know why he saved her, he just felt 

that she looked familiar the moment he saw her. 
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In those ten seconds, there were countless words that flashed in her mind to give herself a chance to 

live. 

For example: 

Kill me if you want, why bother talking! 

Give me the other half of the Destiny Life Map and I’ll spare your life! 

I am the number one agent of the shadow organization here for a duel! 

“There’s still five seconds left.” Du Jiu Sheng’s cool voice sounded, not giving her a chance to catch her 

breath. 

Five seconds later, she threw away everything she thought of five seconds earlier! 

The sir head couldn’t be met with force! Those words were what the previous host would have said, not 

her! 

Living was key! 

“Ke, ke.” Luo Qing Chen cleared her throat before saying, “I am your fan!” 

She could clearly feel the other side being stunned, as his hand holding the gun trembled. 

After half a second, he slowly put it down. 

“Un.” He softly replied, “Although I don’t believe a single word, but…..” 

“But what?” 

“I can not kill you.” 
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“Oh?” She raised a brow and asked in a tone of deeper meaning, “Why?” 

“Before I answer your question, how about you let me guess your goal in coming?” His eyes flickered 

slightly as his right hand pressed on the wall of the vault, causing the room to light up. 

She slightly knit her brows, silently watching him not saying a word. 

“One is to kill me, two it’s to steal the other half of the Destiny Life Map.” His lips curled into a faint 

smile as he said, “With your use of the ice grenade, you should be someone from the shadow 

organization.” 

Luo Qing Chen felt her scalp tingle, she never thought that she would be revealed. 

Her brows knit even tighter, but she didn’t say anything. 

“Based on your skills, you should be the number one agent of the shadow organization…..” 

“Stop.” She narrowed her eyes and said, “Sir head, it seems like my guess was right, did someone tell 

you?” 

“The secret letter only had four words: There is a thief.” Du Jiu Sheng looked into her eyes and said, 

“Young miss Luo Qing Chen, there is only one path for you to choose now.” 

“Betrayal?” 

“Smart.” 

Without knowing why, he felt like he had some inexplicable tacit understanding with this person in front 

of him. 

Or it could be said that she was also very smart. 

She gave a soft laugh as her eyes had an inquisitive look as she said, “If I didn’t have any value, would sir 

head still save me?” 

The atmosphere was terrifyingly silent, even she regretted asking this question. 

The head of an enemy country saving an agent, that kind of situation would only happen…..in novels! 

After a while, Du Jiu Sheng’s voice slowly sounded, “That is not…..certain.” 

His voice was very good to hear, just with a slight coolness to it. 

“It isn’t hard to turn traitor.” Luo Qing Chen looked at him and said, “But you have to tell me, what is 

this Destiny Life Map? According to the information that I have, it should be a blood red round map?” 

“Un.” Du Jiu Sheng said with a nod, “Mister X has the Destiny part in his hands.” 

Luo Qing Chen looked at Du Jiu Sheng as she said with pursed lips, “I still have another question.” 

“The number one agent has turned into an inquisitive baby?” He gave a soft laugh as a flash of warmth 

flashed in his eyes. 

“As you wish.” She gave a shrug before asking, “What use does the Destiny Life Map have?” 



“This question……” Du Jiu Sheng pressed a button beside him and a secret passage appeared on the far 

right of the third level of the vault. 

He walked forward as he said, “Come to my house and I’ll tell you.” 
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Luo Qing Chen never thought that her assassination target would bring her home! 

She didn’t plan on killing Du Jiu Sheng to begin with, which was true! 

After all, there were no grudges between them. To kill someone just based on her identity, she couldn’t 

do it yet. 

Du Jiu Sheng’s driving skills were quite good, the Rolls Royce went at a speed of one hundred and fifty 

kilometers per hour down the highway. 

According to what the sir head said, he wasn’t willing to waste time on a meaningless trip! 

The sports car stopped by a mountain and an ancient black door slowly opened, revealing an ancient 

styled villa. 

Luo Qing Chen looked up in surprise. 

She thought that the residences of soldiers would be solemn, but she never thought it would be like an 

ancient castle. 

After getting out, she followed him in. 

There were two sweet voices that sounded as soon as they went in, “Welcome back young master.” 

“Un.” Du Jiu Sheng gave a slight nod before walking upstairs. 

“This is?” One of the girls looked at Luo Qing Chen in surprise. 

Luo Qing Chen saw her surprise and said with a casual smile, “An assassin.” 

The two girls looked at each other before quickly attacking her. 

Luo Qing Chen slightly knit her brows, she clearly never thought that the other side would suddenly 

attack her. She dodged to the side, but she couldn’t avoid one of the girl’s blades. 

In an instant, there was a wound on her hand and a cold look flashed in her eyes. She took out five 

bright marble balls and quickly made her move, throwing them at the two little girls. 

Although they were skilled, they were far lacking when it came to her. 

The marbles were aimed at a person’s pain acupuncture point. 

The weight of the force was as strong as chopping tendons. 

The two girls fell to the ground as their expressions filled with pain, breaking out in tears. 

Luo Qing Chen looked at them and said, “Could it be that you don’t know that this one is a guest?” 
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“The number one agent young miss shouldn’t care about them.” A look of admiration flashed in Du Jiu 

Sheng’s eyes as he looked at her and said, “After all, it is my first time bringing a girl home.” 

“Oh.” She looked at the two on the ground in understanding as she said with a soft laugh, “So the 

reason they attacked me was not because I was an assassin, rather because they……” 

“Sorry…..” Before the rest were said, one of the girls forced herself to stand and said in a somewhat 

nervous voice, “We thought it was a bad person, so…..” 

“Un humph?” She had a very faint smile on her lips as she looked at them and said, “Your young master 

told me something today and now I’ll say the same to you.” 

“……” The two girls nervously stood there as their eyes filled with panic. 

They did indeed attack this girl on purpose. Their master had never brought a girl home before and the 

first one had actually called herself an assassin. 

They had to check her, but they never thought that she would admit it so easily….. 

“Sorry young miss, it was me and my little sister’s…..” 

“Ke, ke.” She cleared her throat and looked at Du Jiu Sheng not far away before looking back at the two 

girls, “Although I don’t believe a single word, but…..” 

“I can forgive you!” 

After saying this, she casually spread her hand and walked in Du Jiu Sheng’s direction. 
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“Xiao Xi, bring a medicine box to the study on the second floor.” 

“Yes, young master!” Xiao Xi nodded, as she respectfully left while bearing the pain. 

Luo Qing Chen walked up the stairs as she asked Du Jiu Sheng in a confused voice, “Do the two girls of 

your house always treat your guest like this?” 

“They are very vigilant.” He said in a cool voice, “They used to have a little brother who was killed by an 

assassin, so they are sensitive to those words.” 

“Oh.” She nodded in understanding and said, “No wonder their faces changed when they heard that, I 

thought…..” 

“What did you think?” His expression didn’t change as his eyes turned deep. 

“Nothing.” She waved her hand as she followed him into the study. 

He waved the normal looking blue ring on his hand and the bookshelf slowly opened like a door. 

“This advanced?” She looked at the blue ring on his hand with a confused look in her eyes. 

This kind of feeling, it didn’t seem like advanced technology, rather it felt like when she used the 

Exquisite Ring. 
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Special…..powers? 

“Come with me.” He didn’t reply to her question and brought her to the secret room of the study. 

The secret room was quite small, only being around ten square meters, so everything could be seen 

immediately. 

There was a half a blood red thing in the glass box in the middle that looked like a pendant. 

There was one word clearly engraved on it: Life. 

“You brought me here this easily, you’re not afraid of me stealing it?” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes 

at Du Jiu Sheng beside her as she asked this. 

After all, she was the number one agent of the shadow organization. Du Jiu Sheng was willing to show 

her the other half of the Destiny Life Map this easily, wasn’t this a bit too confident? 

In her opinion, if she used all her strength, she wouldn’t necessarily lose! 

“You can’t steal it.” There was a certain look in his eyes. The blue ring on his hand moved slightly and 

there was a light blue glow that appeared around the glass box. 

Light blue light? Electricity? 

“Is it really…..technology?” Luo Qing Chen knit her brows in disbelief. 

Du Jiu Sheng didn’t answer this, rather he looked at her and asked, “Where do you think that mister X 

would put this thing?” 

“You’re moving to the subject this quickly!” Luo Qing Chen gave a soft laugh before replying without 

hiding anything, “You know that mister X is a mysterious person without me telling you, how could he 

tell something this important to us puppets? But if you really want me to guess…..” 

“Un humph?” 

“It should be at the virus testing site.” 

“Is there any basis?” He looked at her as his expression changed slightly. 

Luo Qing Chen carefully thought about it as she said, “Although mister X formed the shadow 

organization, it isn’t like a public company. We rarely get to see mister X and there aren’t any agent 

meetings.” 

“Continue.” 

“But mister X would enter the virus testing site at a fixed time every month. Since the Destiny Life Map 

is as important as you say it is, it must be put in a place that no one else can go. This virus testing site is a 

place that we agents are not allowed to enter.” 

Du Jiu Sheng looked into her incomparably clear eyes and his lips couldn’t help curling into a faint smile. 

This was his first time having this kind of feeling, it really was strange. 

“Un, I got it.” He went out of the secret room, heading back to the study. 



He moved very quickly, leaving her standing in the ten square meter secret room. In front of her was 

half of the Destiny Life Map and he wasn’t worried at all that she would steal it. 
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Luo Qing Chen followed him back into the study. He slightly raised his right hand and the two 

bookshelves slowly closed. 

He pointed at the sofa in front and said, “Sit as you wish.” 

Luo Qing Chen wasn’t polite with him. She gave a shrug and casually sat down. 

Du Jiu Sheng came forward as his deep eyes sparkled and he slowly approached her. 

Her breathing stopped and she covered her chest as she said, “You….What are you doing?” 

My god! It can’t be that something was going to happen, right! 

Or was he just teasing her? 

Du Jiu Sheng’s eyes were a bit cool, his slightly red lips were slowly pursed, as his handsome face 

approached. It made her heart unable to stop from starting to beat faster. 

His right hand came up to her waist, but he didn’t touch her, as he went to the medicine box behind her. 

He lifted it and placed it on her leg as he said, “Has young miss Luo seen too many special agent movies 

and likes to…..think too much?” 

She felt her face turn a bit red and she pretended to be calm as she said, “Who knows? When most men 

see good looking girls, they can’t control themselves.” 

Un, the mutual teasing mode was on! 

“Un.” He softly replied as a hard to see smile appeared in his eyes and he said, “Not only do you like to 

think random thoughts, you’re also a bit narcissistic.” 

“This is called confidence!” She looked up slightly with eyes that were clear and without care. 

After all, on the mission panel, it had given her the highest values so far. It wasn’t exaggerated to brag 

about them at all! 

His eyes had a faint smile as he slowly picked up her right hand with his hand covered in a medical glove 

and said, “Are all pain receptors of special agents this dulled?” 

Luo Qing Chen looked down and found that the wound from the fight with the two little girls was still 

bleeding. 

Un, this sir head was rather careful! 

His slender fingers picked up the iodine and carefully disinfected her wounds. 

Luo Qing Chen looked at the wound and her expression didn’t change at all. 

It was like it didn’t hurt that much….. 
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Perhaps it was because she was trained as a secret agent since she was young that things like flesh 

wounds were common and her sense of pain was lower than normal people’s. 

He looked up with a sparkle in his deep eyes. He looked at her without turning at all, seeing if she would 

reveal a look of pain. 

His heart unknowingly sunk. 

Luo Qing Chen also looked at him as she said, “What is it?” 

“Nothing.” He shook his head and skillfully wrapped her wound with a bandage. 

There was a very strange feeling in the air that made them unknowingly nervous. 

After a while, Du Jiu Sheng spoke first, “The Destiny Life Map is like a genetic code. The person who has 

it can restructure the genes in their body and obtain special skills that people in this world shouldn’t 

have.” 

“Special powers?” Luo Qing Chen almost blurted out these two words as her eyes filled with shock. 

Could it be that because of this Destiny Life Map, the system couldn’t give her any skills and couldn’t 

even exist in this world? 

Her heart was filled with questions, but there was no one to talk to and no one to answer her. 

She suddenly missed her system a little. Although it liked to give her random prices, at least with it here, 

she would feel much more assured….. 

However, when Luo Qing Chen said those two words, Du Jiu Sheng trembled. He had only said special 

skills, but the other side changed it to special powers. 

It had to be known, this kind of thing was something that didn’t exist in this world. 

The ones who had it were not heroes, rather they were aliens. 
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Du Jiu Sheng prepared a room for her that was opposite his. 

The room was decorated in a very simple, elegant, and postmodern style. Compared to the ancient style 

of the castle, it was very different. 

Luo Qing Chen walked around and finally her eyes fell onto the mural on the wall. The mural had a very 

ancient style to it, but it was very elegant. 

There was a girl in white clothes and a girl in red clothes with their backs facing her, not showing her 

their faces. 

Her eyes finally fell onto the red clothed girl. There was a large flower blooming behind her and even 

though it was a few strokes, it seems quite magnificent. 

She felt her breathing stop as her heart couldn’t help beating faster. 
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“Kou, kou.” 

“Come in.” 

Du Jiu Sheng was very polite, not forgetting the convention between men and women because they 

were temporary partners. 

“Young miss Luo…..” He paused for a bit when he saw her look over after opening the door before 

saying, “In light of our cooperation, I will call you Xiao Qing from now on!” 

Luo Qing Chen said with a nod, “Alright.” 

It seemed right. Calling her young miss all the time, it didn’t seem natural. 

He put the glass of milk in his hand on the table and said, “Xiao Xi’s apology, she hopes that you can 

have a good rest.” 

Luo Qing Chen looked at the glass of milk and felt a bit of warmth in her heart. She painted at the mural 

on the wall and said, “You painted this?” 

“A painting from my spare time.” His eyes looked slightly stunned as he said, “Sometimes I paint what I 

see in my dreams.” 

“What you see…..in your dreams…..” She slightly knit her brows as she remembered the nightmare that 

usually appeared in her mind. 

“Quickly drink the milk and sleep early.” Du Jiu Sheng softly closed the door and a deep look appeared in 

his eyes as he looked at the LCD panel in his hand. 

It seemed like tonight was a restless night. 

– 

Luo Qing Chen laid in bed and she could only hear the sounds of the clock ticking. 

There was a bottle of untouched milk by her bed. Her ears perked slightly and she suddenly opened her 

eyes. 

She quickly came to the study on the second floor and found that the bookshelf had been open, 

revealing the narrow passageway. 

When Luo Qing Chen was about to move forward, she found that a large hand had pulled her back into a 

warm embrace. 

When she was about to fight back, she heard the other side’s cool voice in her ears, “Xiao Qing, it’s me.” 

Du Jiu Sheng?! 

He drew her behind the curtains and stared at the entrance of the study’s secret passage. 

Not long after, a person wearing night coloured clothes came out. 

Luo Qing Chen recognized that person with a single glance, it was her little sister Luo Zi Jun. 



She had the other half of the Destiny Life Map as her eyes were filled with joy. 

After that, she quickly jumped out the window and disappeared into the dark night. 

After a while, Du Jiu Sheng pressed the switch on the wall and the study was instantly lit up. 

“What is this?” Luo Qing Chen jumped away from him with a frown and said, “You don’t believe me?” 

There were sleeping pills in the glass of milk. The dose was very small, but she could still smell it. 

“I thought that since she was your little sister, you shouldn’t participate in tonight’s matters.” Du Jiu 

Sheng had received information from his network that mister X had sent two more people after the 

Destiny Life Map and one of them was Luo Qing Chen’s little sister.” 

“Little sister?” She said with a soft laugh, “Her relationship isn’t as good as my relationship with Xiao Xi, 

does sir head understand this?” 

“Oh?” He raised a brow and his eyes had a deep look as he said, “Sisters fighting, is it because of 

a…..man?” 

“You……” 

“Zuo Yu Chen.” 
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Du Jiu Sheng thought that when he said those three words, Luo Qing Chen would at least look a bit 

panicked. 

But he never thought that she would rather find this funny….. 

“You think that I would like a man who is weaker than me?” She gave a cold laugh with a bit of anger in 

her tone. 

Since they already agreed to work as partners, all plans should be shared and one person shouldn’t be 

acting alone. 

When Du Jiu Sheng heard this, he didn’t know why there was a bit of happiness in his heart, an 

indescribable kind of happiness. 

He raised his hands and said, “Ok, ok, it was my fault, Xiao Qing shouldn’t be angry.” 

“Ke, ke.” She cleared her throat and her face was a bit warm. After all, she was the one who suggested 

working together, so she shouldn’t have this kind of temper. She took a deep breath and asked, “So the 

Destiny Life Map she took was fake?” 

“Of course.” He looked at her and honestly explained, “It isn’t that I don’t trust you, I was just afraid that 

because the other side is your little sister…..” 

“You can be assured, I won’t show her any mercy.” She narrowed her cold eyes as she looked at him and 

said, “Because the one who sent the secret letter to you was her.” 
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When Du Jiu Sheng heard this, his body trembled and he couldn’t help revealing a look of pity. 

Agents were ruthless to begin with, they were trained as killing machines since they were young. 

One’s little sister should be their closest person, but she became the one who wanted her life the most. 

Luo Qing Chen saw that he was silent and said with a soft laugh, “So can sir head share your plan with 

me?” 

She said she would fight back? Why did she feel she was no use at all! 

Aiya, so angry! 

“If you want to enter the virus testing site, you need mister X’s fingerprint. We definitely can’t take the 

front door.” He looked up and said, “But according to the map of the shadow organization, there’s a 

back door to the virus testing site.” 

“Back door?” She knit her brows. Her brain quickly turned and she said with a bit of surprise, “The 

forbidden military zone?” 

“Yes.” Du Jiu Sheng had a look of praise in his eyes as his lips revealed a faint smile. 

“No.” Luo Qing Chen bit her lip and said, “We can’t go there……” 

It was a minefield left behind from a war. There weren’t just barbed wires and mines there, there were 

even unknown deadly gas weapons. 

This was a restricted area that couldn’t be traversed through skill alone, at least no one in the shadow 

organization dared to do this. 

“You don’t need to go, I just need you to be outside to talk to me.” Du Jiu Sheng finally saw a difficult 

look on her face. He felt that with this difficult look, she was easier to protect. 

He suddenly had the urge to protect her, but he didn’t know why. 

The forbidden military zone, he didn’t plan on going with her. 

“Why?” Luo Qing Chen looked at him with dissatisfaction, “Didn’t we say we were partners?” 

You could not go yourself, but no one could stop you from going. 

To the number one agent, this was a kind of shame! 

“You can’t reveal yourself for now.” His lips slightly twitched as he said, “If mister X knew that you 

betrayed him, he will definitely come kill you.” 

“He’s also finding people to kill you, isn’t he?” Luo Qing Chen raised a brow and her lips curled as she 

said, “Are you afraid?” 

Since she decided to fight back, she planned on using everything to take the other half of the Destiny 

Life Map from her. 

After all between mister X and him, she chose him. 



Because in mister X’s eyes, she was just a puppet. If she failed her mission, he could kill her. 

And in his eyes, at least she was a person. She wasn’t just a person, she was even his partner. 


